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An implementation of the fast multipole algorithm for wave
interaction problems on sparse arrays of floatin bodies

Bruno Borgarino · Aurelien Babarit · Pierre Ferrant

Abstract This paper describes an implementation of the fast multipole algorithm using the free-surface Green’s
function for ocean water waves. Its aim is to investigate different parameters of the fast multipole algorithm in order
to efficientl carry out computations on sets of unknowns that are very inhomogeneously distributed in space. Some
limits of the algorithm for this specifi case are pointed out. Those limits are essentially due to slow convergence of
the multipole expansion of the Green’s function. Eventually, a simplifie algorithm for this specifi application is
described. The performance of the different algorithms is evaluated based on the computational time they require.

Keywords Fast multipole algorithm · Free-surface Green’s function · Multipole expansion · Sparse arrays ·
Wave energy conversion

1 Introduction

The origin of this study is the need for modeling large arrays of wave energy converters of point absorber type
using boundary element methods (BEM). Point absorbers are floatin bodies whose dimensions are small com-
pared with the incident wavelength. The motions of these bodies in waves can be calculated by computing the
flui velocity potential on their surfaces. However, the solution of such problems on arrays of numerous bodies is
so far a numerical bottleneck. Indeed, the surface of each point absorber is typically modeled by a few hundred
fla panels. As the industrial fiel of wave energy is still in development, an array would be made of 10–50 wave
energy converters. This leads to large numbers of panels, meaning that very large linear systems (involving full,
nonsymmetric matrixes) have to be solved. For each wave period within the range of interest, several problems need
to be solved considering the whole array: up to six radiation problems per body (one for each degree of freedom),
and one diffraction problem per incident wave direction. To perform these many large simulations, acceleration
methods are mandatory.

The fast multipole algorithm [1] appears to be a perfectly adapted solution for such study, as its working prin-
ciple is to compute interactions between well-separated groups of particles (in the following, the term “particles”
refers to the centers of the panels discretizing the wet surfaces of the floatin bodies). The implementation of a fast
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multipole algorithm into an iterative solver permits the complexity of the solution to be diminished from O(N 2
panels)

to O(Npanels).
It is worth mentioning a method based on the idea of grouping the influenc of the floatin bodies (instead of

grouping the particles) developed in [2]. In this reference, the interaction method described in [3] is applied to very
large arrays of floatin cylinders. A hierarchical method resembling the FMA is used to group the influenc of
several bodies close to each other, translate it, and distribute it to the target bodies. This method thus uses BEM
for computing the hydrodynamic characteristics of a single body. In the present paper, however, the objective is to
apply the BEM directly to the whole array, such computations needing to be accelerated by the FMA.

Regarded as one of the ten most important algorithms of the 20th century, the FMA has been widely used for
study of gravitational, electrostatic, and electromagnetic interactions in many-particle systems, although applica-
tions in the hydrodynamics fiel remain marginal. In [4], Fochesato et al. used the FMA in a numerical wave tank
to study the propagation of fully nonlinear waves over a complex bathymetry. This method meshes the boundaries
of the problem and thus uses simple Rankin sources (with Green’s function G = 1/r ). Other methods only mesh
the wet surfaces of the floatin bodies, using specifi Green’s functions respecting the boundary conditions on the
free surface and on the seabed [5,6]. These functions have to be expressed in the multipole expansion formulation
to be used in the FMA.

For the constant depth case, the Green’s function is described as series of terms containing the modifie Bessel
function of the second kind K0 [5]. Using Graf’s addition theorem, the multipole expansion has been derived by [7].
Combining a higher-order boundary element method (HOBEM) and a FMA using this expansion, the hydrodynamic
responses of a very large floatin structure (VLFS) have been investigated. In [8], the results of the combination
of the constant panel method (CPM) or the HOBEM and the FMA are compared with analytical solutions for a
floatin box and a floatin cylinder. In [9], the hydrodynamic interactions between three closely spaced ships have
been studied. Recently, an expansion for the free-surface Green’s function has been developed for the infinit water
depth case [10], and applied to the case of a VLFS. This formulation is appropriate for describing a wave farm,
which would ideally be situated in large depth, to avoid energy losses in the incident waves due to bathymetry
effects. In case of shallow water, it is still possible to consider a complex seabed, represented as an independent,
nonmoving body.

This paper describes an implementation of the fast multipole algorithm in Aquaplus, in-house diffraction/radi-
ation software developed over 30years at LMF [11]. The firs step is the extension of Utsunomiya’s formulations
[10] to enable their use in a 3D fast multipole algorithm. Some convergence difficultie for the multipole expan-
sion are then underlined. An open-source algorithm (DPMTA) using the previously developed formulations is then
integrated into Aquaplus. Finally, a simplifie version of the fast multipole algorithm, more suited to the specifi
problem of wave energy converter arrays, is presented. Performance in terms of computation time, accuracy, and
memory needs is investigated.

2 Methods

2.1 The boundary element problem

The water is modeled as inviscid and incompressible. The flui velocity is the gradient of a potential φ. The motion
amplitude of the bodies compared with the wavelength and the wave steepness are supposed to be small. As a con-
sequence, the free-surface condition (Eq. 3) can be expressed linearly. The water depth is supposed to be infinite
The corresponding boundary problem is the following (see [12]):

�φ = 0 in the entire flui domain, (1)
∂φ

∂n
= �Vi · �n on the surface Si of body i , (2)

∂2φ

∂t2
+ g

∂φ

∂z
= 0 on the free surface, (3)
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where g is the gravitational acceleration and �Vi is the velocity on the surface of body i . In the small motions
hypothesis, the wet surface is supposed to be constant. Definin

� = Re[φe−iωt ], (4)

φ(P) = − 1
4π

∫∫

∑

i Si

σ(Q)G(Q, P)dS(Q), (5)

and applying Green’s second formula leads to the following integral equation [11]:

σ(P)

2
− 1

4π

∫∫

∑

i Si

σ(Q)
∂G(Q, P)

∂nP
dS(Q) = �VP · �nP, (6)

with ω the angular frequency and σ(Q) the source density at a source point Q(ζ, η, ξ), assuming a source distri-
bution. P(x, y, z) is the fiel point, and �nP and �VP are the panel normal and the flui velocity at P . All coordinates
are define in a system centered at O(xC, yC, 0); the free surface is situated at z = 0. This method, which uses Eqs.
5 and 6, is preferred to a direct method (in which the unknown is the potential), as it gives better accuracy when
computing velocities. Such a method is used in the hydrodynamic software WAMIT [13] as well.

In the CPM, the surfaces of the bodies are represented by a total of Npanels fla panels, on which the unknowns
σ are constant. Equation 6 has to be solved at the center M j of each panel, leading to a Npanels × Npanels linear
system:

Kσ = ∂ϕ

∂n
, (7)

ϕ = Sσ, (8)

with (i, j ≤ Npanels, SM j the surface of panel j):

ϕ j = φ(M j ), (9)

Ki j = δi j
1
2

+
∫∫

SM j

∂G(Mi , M j )

∂nM j
dS(Mi ), (10)

Si j =
∫∫

SM j

G(Mi , M j )dS(Mi ). (11)

The solution of Eq. 7 by GMRes involves matrix–vector products (MVPs) Kr (l), with r (l) the residual at iteration l.
The contribution of the FMA will be to speed up the evaluation of these products, each product then requiring
O(Npanels) complexity, instead of O(N 2

panels). Similarly, the FMA can be used to compute the MVP Sσ in Eq. 8
to obtain the potential on each panel. For the infinit water depth case, the Green’s function which satisfie the
boundary element problem has the following expression [5] in the frequency domain:

G(Q, P) = 1
r

+ 1
r1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

G1

+
∞∫

0

2ν

k − ν
ek(z+ζ ) J0(kR)dk

︸ ︷︷ ︸

G2

(12)

with ν the wavenumber, Jn the nth-order Bessel function of the firs kind, r =
√

(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2 + (z − ζ )2,
r1 =

√

(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2 + (z + ζ )2, and R =
√

(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2. The coordinates are Q(rξ , αξ , θξ ) and
P(rx , αx , θx ) in the spherical system, and Q(Rξ , αξ , ζ ) and P(Rx , αx , z) in the cylindrical system, both systems
being centered at C(xC, yC, zC) (Fig. 1). The integral in Eq. 12 is in the sense of Cauchy principal value.
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Fig. 1 Coordinates of the source point E in the spherical and
cylindrical systems centered at C

Fig. 2 Principle of the FMA, illustrated in 2D: the surface is
meshed by a quad-tree. NL = 4

2.2 Role of the fast multipole algorithm

The solution of Eq. 6 by GMRes generates MVPs Kr (l). These operations are time consuming when Npanels is
large. This is mainly due to the building of K for the firs MVP (at the firs iteration of the GMRes). K remains the
same in the following MVPs, as it only depends on the wavelength and the positions of the panels. In the FMA, the
contribution of neighboring panels and more distant panels are expressed separately:
Kr (l) = (Kfarr (l))FMA + Knearr (l). (13)
In Eq. 13, the MVP (Kfarr (l))FMA is directly evaluated by FMA without having to build the matrix Kfar. This MVP
applies to interactions occurring between groups of panels that are well separated from each other (the vast majority
of the interactions). The matrix Knear has to be explicitly built, Knearr (l) being computed directly afterwards.

2.3 Principle of the fast multipole algorithm

Liu and Nishimura [14] provide a good introduction to the enhancement of BEM software using the FMA. The
mathematical foundations of this algorithm as well as its principles are fully developed in [1,15]. Variations of this
algorithm can be found in [16,17].

The FMA splits the physical simulation space into cells, building a hierarchical oct-tree: the elementary cell is
split into height children cells, themselves split into eight cells, and so on (3D case). If the simulation space is only a
surface, then a quad-tree is used, each cell having four children (2D case, Fig. 2). The total number of cells depends
on the number of decomposition levels NL. The FMA differentiation between close (or direct) cell interactions and
far cell interactions is based on the distance between cells compared with the cell size. Figure 2 illustrates in 2D
the steps the FMA goes through to express the influenc of a group of panels on another group. Level 1 cells are
the children of the level 0 cell, and so on. Once the tree has been built, the evaluation of the far-fiel interactions is
carried out using the following process:
– The influenc of the panels is expressed at the center of each cell and added together (Mexp in Fig. 2). This

step involves computing the moments of the Green’s function multipole expansion (see Eq. 19).
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– The sum of these moments, corresponding to a “grouped influence of panels, is translated to the target cell.
Specifi operators are used: M2M and L2L (moment to moment and local to local) for short-distance transfers,
and moment to local (M2L) for long-distance transfers. The hierarchical relations between cells (parent–child–
sibling) determine which translations have to be used.

– The influenc of the far group of panels is then split on the panels belonging to the target cell (see Eq. 35).

This method is suited to problems involving a large number of unknowns, because most of the computation effort
is shared between the particles. Indeed, adding a particle only means computing an extra multipole expansion and
an extra distribution [this explains the O(Npanels) tendency when Npanels is large enough]. In the direct method,
interactions would have been computed between the extra particle and all the other particles.

3 Multipole expansion of the free-surface Green’s function

In this part, formulations of the multipole expansion of the infinit depth Green’s function are considered. For-
mulations from [10] are extended. The original formulations implied that the expansion center C had to be on the
free surface. As a consequence, these formulations had to be used in a 2D algorithm: only the horizontal plane of
the free surface was meshed by a hierarchical quad-tree. The translation operations mentioned in Sect. 2.3 were
then purely horizontal, the expansion centers being situated on the free surface. The following formulations permit
zC �= 0, enabling their use in a 3D algorithm. In such a case, the complete volume of the simulation domain can be
meshed by a hierarchical oct-tree, allowing expansion centers at diverse depths. Some restrictions for the far-fiel
formulations present in [10] are proven to be unnecessary.

3.1 Multipole expansion

3.1.1 Near-fiel G1

The expression for the near fiel can be derived directly from [1]. Greengard gives the following expression for the
multipole expansion of the potential in the case of Coulombic interactions:

1
r

=
∞
∑

n=0

n
∑

m=−n

Mm
n

rn+1
x

Ym
n (θx , αx ), (14)

and the moments of the expansion at a source point Q are (Mm
n × r (l)(Q)), with

Mm
n = rnξ Y

−m
n (θξ , αξ ), (15)

where Ym
n are the spherical harmonics of degree n. Theses harmonics can be expressed using associated Legendre

functions P |m|
n as

Ym
n (θ, α) =

√

(n − |m|)!
(n + |m|)! P

|m|
n (cos θ)eimα. (16)

In Eqs. 14 and 15, the condition rξ < rx is necessary to ensure that the errors due to the sum truncations remain
bounded. As a consequence, C has to be close to Q, leading to zC ≤ 0. The expression for 1/r1 can be easily deduced
from above. Q′(ξ, η,−ζ ) is the symmetrical of Q with respect to the free surface. To satisfy the previous condition,
a new expansion center C′(xC, yC,−zC) needs to be define above the free surface. Definin by (r ′

ξ , θ
′
ξ , α

′
ξ ) and

(r ′
x , θ

′
x , α

′
x ) the coordinates of Q′ and P in a system centered at C′, we have: cos θ ′

ξ = − cos θξ , r ′
ξ = rξ , α′

ξ =
αξ , α′

x = αx . Knowing that

Pm
n (− cos θξ ) = (−1)n+mPm

n (cos θξ ), (17)

we can express the multipole expansion of the near fiel between Q and P as
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G1 =
∞
∑

n=0

m
∑

n=−m
Mm

n (n − |m|)!
(

P |m|
n (cos θx )

rn+1
x

+ (−1)n+m P |m|
n (cos θ ′

x )

(rx′)n+1

)

eimαx , (18)

with

Mm
n = rnξ

P |m|
n (cos θξ )

(n + |m|)! e−imαξ . (19)

The obtained formulation is very similar to Utsunomiya’s. Some slight differences are pointed out below:

– In the case of bodies with deep drafts, the multipole expansion of G1 would not converge if Q and Q′ share a
common expansion center, as in [10]. As a consequence, C′ had to be introduced here.

– Using Greengard’s theory shows that Eq. 18 is valid whatever the relative position of Q and P , since rξ < rx .
A condition z − ζ < 0 is therefore not necessary to ensure convergence.

The convergence of this expansion will be faster the smaller rG1 = rξ/rx is.

3.1.2 Far-fiel G2

This part follows Utsunomiya’s steps. Applying Graf’s addition theorem on Bessel functions in G2 leads to

G2 =
∞∫

0

2ν

k − ν
ek(ζ−zC)ek(z+zC) ×

∞
∑

m=−∞
Jm(kRξ )Jm(kRx )e−imαξ eimαx dk. (20)

Extending a formulation from [18], Utsunomiya sets, ∀m,

ek(ζ−zC) Jm(kRξ ) = ǫm

∞
∑

n=|m|
rnξ

P |m|
n (cos θξ )

(n + |m|)! kn, (21)

with

ǫm =
{

1 if m ≥ 0,

(−1)m if m < 0.
(22)

Considering that J−m(kRξ ) = (−1)m Jm(kRξ ), then, ∀m,

Jm(kRx ) = ǫm J|m|(kRx ). (23)

Substituting Eqs. 21 and 23 into Eq. 20, and noting that
∞
∑

m=−∞

∞
∑

n=|m|
=

∞
∑

n=0

n
∑

m=−n
, (24)

leads to

G2 = 2ν

∞
∑

n=0

n
∑

m=−n
Mm

n eimαx

∞∫

0

kn

k − ν
ekz

′
x J|m|(kRx )dk, (25)

with z′x = z−(−zC) < 0. (r ′
x , θ

′
x , α

′
x ) and (R′

x , α
′
x , z′x ) are the spherical and cylindrical coordinates of F in systems

centered at C′, with R′
x = Rx , α′

x = αx . We defin the last integral as G3:

G3 =
∞∫

0

kn

k − ν
ekz

′
x J|m|(kRx )dk. (26)
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Fig. 3 Notations of the
multipole and local
expansion coefficient
depending on the translation
(operators identifie by their
center C...)

From [10]:

G3 =

⎧

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

n−|m|
∑

p=1
ν p−1(−1)m+n−p(n − p − |m|)!

P |m|
n−p(cos θx )

(rx′)n−p+1 + νn−|m|
∞∫

0

1
k − ν

ekz
′
x J|m|(kRx )k|m|dk if n > |m|,

∞∫

0

1
k − ν

ekz
′
x J|m|(kRx )k|m|dk if n = |m|,

(27)

in which the last integral define as G4 can be evaluated by Eq. 28, for m > 0, as

G4 = 2
π

⎛

⎜
⎝

−νmπ2eνz′x

4
[(−1)mH−m(νRx ) − Ym(νRx )] +

√
π(2Rx )

mŴ(m + 1
2 )

2

z′x∫

0

eν(z−s)

(s2 + R2
x )

m+ 1
2
ds

⎞

⎟
⎠

−πνm ieνz′x H (2)
m (νRx ), (28)

with H the Struve function, H (2) the Hankel function of second kind, Y the Bessel function of second kind, and Ŵ

the Gamma function (see also Appendix A). Note that

Im(G2) = −2πν

∞
∑

n=0

n
∑

m=−n
(νrξ )n

P |m|
n (cos θξ )

(n + |m|)! e−imαξ eνz′x Jm(νRx )eimαx . (29)

Equation 29 shows that the term rG2 = νrξ has to be as small as possible to get good convergence of the expansion
of G2. The moment of the multipole expansion is the same for G1 and G2, see Eqs. 19 and 25.

3.2 Translation operators

The following formulas can be demonstrated using the addition theorem on Bessel functions on Jm terms in the
expansions of G1 and G2 (refer to [10] for another demonstration of G1 expansion, where Jm terms appear). The
notations of the translation coefficient are detailed in Fig. 3. For simplicity’s sake, only one M2M is represented,
even if several M2M can follow each other when the hierarchical tree is climbed up. This warning applies to the
L2L as well (the tree being climbed down).

3.2.1 Moment to moment

Let us have M the original multipole expansion coefficients and M̃ the translated ones. (rxM , αxM , θxM ) are the
coordinates of C seen from CM2M. Then,
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M̃m
n =

n
∑

t=0

t
∑

s=−t
Mm−s

n−t ǫm−sǫm ǫsr txM
P |s|
t (cosθxM )

(t + |s|)! e−isαxM

︸ ︷︷ ︸

CoeffM2M
s
t

. (30)

3.2.2 Moment to local

The local expansion resulting from the M2L translation can be expressed as

L = L(1) + L(2). (31)

As Fig. 3 shows, the M2L for L(1) depends on the original center of expansion (here CM2M) and on its sym-
metrical C′

M2M with respect to the free surface. The coordinates of the center of the multipole expansion and its
symmetrical seen from the local expansion point (CM2L) are subscripted by xML and x ′

ML. zx ′
ML

is the difference of
depth between C′

M2M and CM2L,

Ls(1)
t =

∞
∑

n=0

n
∑

m=−n
ǫsǫm M̃m

n

(

ǫs−m[(n + t) − |s − m|]! P
|s−m|
n+t (cosθxML)

rxML
n+t+1 e−i(s−m)αxML

︸ ︷︷ ︸

CoeffM2L(11)
s−m
n+t

+ ǫs−m[(n + t) − |s − m|]!(−1)t+n+(s−m)
P |s−m|
n+t (cosθx ′

ML
)

rn+t+1
x ′

ML

e−i(s−m)αxML

︸ ︷︷ ︸

CoeffM2L(12)
s−m
n+t

)

.

(32)

The calculation of L(2) remains as in [10]:

Ls(2)
t =2ν

∞
∑

n=0

n
∑

m=−n
ǫsǫm M̃m

n ǫs−me−i(s−m)αxML

∞∫

0

kn+t

k − ν
exp

(

−k
∣
∣
∣zx ′

ML

∣
∣
∣

)

J|s−m|(kRxML)dk

︸ ︷︷ ︸

CoeffM2L(2)
s−m
n+t

.

(33)

Note that a M2L translation cannot be computed between two vertically aligned points. This would lead to undefine
quantities Ym(0) when m > 0 in Eq. 33. The relative position of multipole and local expansion centers has to be
carefully chosen.

3.2.3 Local to local (L2L)

Let us have L the original local expansion coefficients and L̃ the translated ones. (rxL , αxL , θxL) are the coordinates
of CM2L seen from CL2L ,

L̃v
u =

∞
∑

t=v

t
∑

s=−t

ǫu
ǫs

Ls
t ǫu−s(−1)(t−v)+(u−s)r t−v

xL

P |u−s|
t−v (cosθxL)

[(t − v) − |u − s|]!e
−i(u−s)αxL

︸ ︷︷ ︸

CoeffL2L
u−s
t−v

. (34)

3.2.4 Computing the Green’s function from local expansion coefficient

Finally, the evaluation of G is given by

G(Q, P) =
∞
∑

v=0

v
∑

u=−v

L̃u
v (rx )v

P |u|
v (cos θx )

(v + |u|)! eiuαx

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Msuv

, (35)
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Fig. 4 Coordinate system
when zC �= 0

with (rx , αx , θx ) the coordinate of the fiel point P seen from the local expansion center and L̃u(1)(2)
v the local

moments define in Eq. 34. Msuv has a similar form to the moment of the expansion (Eq. 19) except that it refers
to the fiel point instead of referring to the source point. All these operators can be applied to the Green’s function
and to its normal derivatives.

3.3 Normal derivatives

According to [7], the normal derivatives at the source point can be obtained from the gradient of the moments.
In Aquaplus the derivation occurs at the fiel point P . As a consequence, the Msmn coefficient are differentiated
instead of the Mm

n coefficient as in [7]:

∂Msmn
∂nP

=
(

∂Msmn
∂rR

�erR + 1
rR

∂Msmn
∂θR

�eθR + 1
rR sin θR

∂Msmn
∂αx

�eαR

)

· �nP, (36)

with (�erR , �eθR , �eαR ) the orthonormal base of the spherical system centered at O(xCL , yCL , 0) (in this section, CL
refers to the last local expansion center). The Green’s function normal derivative is then simply given by

∂G(Q, P)

∂nP
=

∞
∑

v=0

v
∑

u=−v

L̃u
v

∂Msv
u

∂nP
. (37)

Referring to Eq. 35, the partial derivatives with respect to α and r are trivial when zCL = 0. Derivatives with respect
to θ call for the derivatives of Pm

n (obtained by recurrence relationships). For zCL �= 0, one needs to compose the
derivatives in order to calculate the gradient at the fiel point F (see notation in Fig. 4). This leads to

∂

∂αR
Msmn = ∂

∂αx
Msmn = im(rnx )

P |m|
n (cosθx )
(n + |m|)! eimαx , (38)

∂

∂rR
Msmn =

[

rnx
∂cosθx
∂rR

∂P |m|
n (cosθx )
∂cosθx

+ P |m|
n (cosθx )

∂rx
∂rR

n rn−1
x

]

eimαx

(n + |m|)! , (39)

∂

∂θR
Msmn =

[

rnx
∂cosθx
∂θR

∂P |m|
n (cosθx )
∂cosθx

+ P |m|
n (cosθx )

∂rnx
∂θR

]

eimαx

(n + |m|)! , (40)

(the missing coefficient are given in Appendix B).

3.4 Validation

These formulations have been extensively tested and compared with Aquaplus original formulations, as well as
analytical results. Details can be found in [19]. As explained in Sects. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, rG1 = rξ/rx and rG2 = νrξ
have to be small enough to ensure good convergence of the expansion with a limited number of terms (truncation
order Np). Table 1 shows that, the higher Np, the greater the fl xibility on rG1 and rG2 . When these limit values are
passed, the error increases brutally on G2, and more smoothly on G1.
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Table 1 Maximum allowed values of rG1 and rG2 to ensure an error lower than 1% on G1 and Im(G2) (comparison between analytical
solutions and multipole expansions)

Np = 4 Np = 8 Np = 12

rG1 0.2 0.4 0.5
rG2 0.2 1.0 2.1

4 Implementation of the fast multipole algorithm

4.1 Implementation details

The open-source tool DPMTA (distributed parallel multipole tree algorithm [17]) has been implemented into Aqua-
plus. This tool offers a version of the FMA as described by [1], and a slightly modifie one permitting manual
tuning of the proportions of far and near interactions by the use of a “multipole acceptance criterion” (mac). The
DPMTA features several acceleration methods [fast Fourier transform (FFT), parallel implementation] which could
be adapted to the hydrodynamics formulations in the future.

The DPMTA is dedicated to molecular dynamics and works with the following functions: G = 1/r (electrostatic
interactions) and G = 1/r6 (Lennard–Jones interactions). The hydrodynamic formulations have been added. The
coordinate system and the normalization routines have been modifie to take the free surface into account. The
center of expansion within each cell has been moved away from the cell geometric center, to avoid purely verti-
cal M2Ls between cells (see Eq. 33). The DPMTA and Aquaplus are compiled in the same executable, to avoid
time-consuming data exchanges through files

This tool is called at each MVP. Considering Eqs. 19, 30, and 32–35, it is clear that many coefficient of the
multipole formulations only need to be computed once. Indeed:

– Mm
n , CoeffM2M

m
n , CoeffM2L(1)

m
n , CoeffL2L

m
n , and Msmn depend only on the geometry of the problem. They can

be shared between all iterations of radiation/diffraction problems for all wave periods.
– CoeffM2L(2)

m
n depend on the geometry and the wave period, and are shared from one iteration to another and

one problem to another.

These coefficient are computed only the firs time they are needed, then stored in random access memory (RAM,
using a virtual memory disk) and reused. This does not apply to the moments of the multipole and local expansions,
as they are “weighted” by r (l) and change at each iteration (l).

4.2 Performance

This section focuses on the computation time required for solving the heaving problem on a hemisphere modeled
by 102 to 104 fla panels. Two parameters of the FMA are investigated: the truncation order (Np = 5, 10) and the
number of levels in the hierarchical tree (NL = 3, 4, 5). The central processing unit (CPU) time is plotted depending
on which solver is used. Figure 5a illustrates the time needed to perform the firs MVP in the GMRes, using either
the GMRes alone or GMRes combined with the FMA. When the FMA is used, the shape of the time curve has two
different slopes. Indeed:

– For a low number of panels, refinin the mesh means populating new cells of the hierarchical tree with new
panels. As these cells interact together through translation operators, more operations are needed, and the CPU
time rises rapidly.

– For a higher number of panels, most of the cells are already active. Adding a panel only means computing one
extra moment (Eq. 19) and distribution (Eq. 35). The CPU time is then much less affected by the number of
panels, having an O(N ) dependence.
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Fig. 5 CPU time with and
without the FMA, with
varying number of levels.
Solid line Np = 5, dashed
line Np = 10

The number of cells being directly linked to NL (Ncells = 2NL−1), a higher Npanels will be necessary to reach the
break point when NL is high. As the translation operators between cells are sums truncated at truncation order Np,
the CPU time will be more dependent on Np when NL is high; see the differences between dashed lines (Np = 10)
and solid lines (Np = 5) at the same number of levels in Fig. 5a. However, having a high NL is a sensible choice
when the number of panels is high, as it reduces the number of interactions computed by the direct method. This is
the reason why:

– The curves NL = 3 and NL = 4 cross around Npanels = 7, 500;
– The shape of the curve NL = 3 is parabolic, similarly to the GMRes curve.

Figure 5a seems to show that the FMA provides a fair acceleration to the GMRes (the curves NL = 3 and NL = 4
cross the GMRes curve at, respectively, 1,000 and 3,500 panels). However, in Fig. 5b, considering the complete
solution of the heaving problem, these “crossing points” occur at a higher number of panels. This is due to two
opposite tendencies:

– The FMA strongly speeds up the GMRes at the firs MVP, by avoiding explicitly building K at the firs iteration.
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– At the following MVPs, the GMRes is faster alone than combined with the FMA. Indeed, computing by the
direct method, Kr (l) is very fast once K has been built, considering the relatively small number of particles
(104). The same operation using the FMA requires more intermediate computations, and is slightly slower.

As a consequence, the FMA is an appropriate choice for a low number of MVPs, so that the time benefi of the firs
iteration is not completely lost during the next iterations. This number is low when the convergence of the GMRes
is fast, and when the number of problems to solve for each linear system (in our application, for each wave period)
is low enough. This tool may be inappropriate for the case of point absorber arrays, considering 10–50 bodies and
six degrees of freedom per body.

It is worth mentioning that Aquaplus is in itself a fast solution method, as most of the coefficient of K and S
are interpolated into a table of precomputed values. Thus, the time benefi added by the FMA appears smaller here
than in other results from the literature, in which the direct method fully computes G and ∂G/∂n.

5 A simplifie FMA

5.1 Limits of the FMA for very sparse problems

In the case of a very sparse set of particles, the nonadaptive version of the FMA shows some limits, related to the
hierarchical tree and the convergence of G2. Let us consider the case of floatin bodies, having a typical diameter of
10m and separated from each other by a few hundred meters, as would occur in an array of wave energy converters
(WECs). To reduce the amount of direct interactions between panels, a very large number of cells is needed. This
permits to have no more that one body per cell (the bodies then interacting through the FMA operators). As a
consequence, a large number of decomposition levels is needed. A large NL has two consequences which reduce
the computational performance:

– Numerous intermediary calculations are needed, for climbing the tree up (M2M) and down (L2L), and between
sibling cells (M2L), as the number of cells increases.

– Many empty cells are created. Though this does not influenc the output of the computation, it has an impact
on its performance, depending on the software implementation. In FMA software designed for a homogeneous
set of particles, memory is allocated to the cells, and interactions are computed between the cells, regardless of
whether they contain particles or not.

The tree structure also impacts the convergence of G2. For the lower bounds of the wave periods range, one must
reduce the distance between a panel and the “last” multipole expansion center, before the M2L occurs (this would
be the distance rξ = (ECM2M) in Fig. 3). In this way, the term νrξ is low enough to ensure fast convergence of G2.
This leads to two requirements:

– Cells of the highest level (leaves) can contain only one body (or part of body). The center of expansion is the
barycenter of the panels belonging to the cell, in order to reduce rξ .

– Only leaf-to-leaf interactions can be computed. Indeed, grouping the influenc of two bodies (by M2M) means
computing the moments of multipole expansions at a point between these bodies. In such a situation the condition
νrξ ≪ 1 is no longer respected.

This last requirement goes against the main strength of the FMA, which is to maximize the grouping of particles by
climbing the hierarchical tree as much as possible before computing long-distance interactions (M2L). Plus, these
requirements cannot be satisfie efficiently

– The number of cells have to be extremely high, to ensure that a cell containing panels will only be grouped with
an empty cell (to keep the local sets of panels dense)

– Or a very restrictive condition on the interactions has to be set up to permit only “very far” interactions. Doing
so, the amount of interactions computed by FMA drops dramatically.
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Such difficultie result from the origin of the FMA as a tool for gravitational or Coulombic interactions. The mech-
anisms differentiating far and near interactions only ensure that rG1 is small enough (leading to easy convergence
of G1, which is similar to G = 1/r ).

5.2 Simplifie algorithm

To overcome these problems without looking for an adaptive implementation of the FMA, a simplifie algorithm
is proposed (called FMAS in what follows), which does not use a tree (the DPMTA is no longer used). This algo-
rithm is directly based on the mathematical principles from [1]. The interactions between panels are managed as
follows: the near interactions occur between panels belonging to the same body, and the far interactions occur
between panels belonging to different bodies. The far interactions involve only some of the operations previously
described:

– For each panel, the moments of the multipole expansion are computed at the body barycenter (see Eq. 19).
– The body centers interact through the M2L transformation (Eqs. 32–33). There are Nbodies × (Nbodies − 1) M2L

to compute.
– Then, for each panel of the target body, Eq. 35 is used.

As in the DPMTA, the simulation space is scaled to reduce cut-off errors before using the multipole formula-
tions. Such an algorithm reduces the number of intermediary calculations (no M2M and L2L) and satisfie the
requirements detailed in Sect. 5.1. However, the user has to make sure that the bodies are:

– Far enough from each other for fast convergence of G1.
– Small enough compared with the wavelength for fast convergence of G2.

For arrays of wave energy point absorbers, these conditions apply.

5.3 Results

In this section we present the performance characteristics of the simplifie algorithm. Arrays of square numbers
(4–49) of floatin cylinders are considered, with wave period equal to 7 s. Only the heaving problem is considered.
Each cylinder is modeled by 130 or 260 panels. The cylinders are positioned along a regular square pattern of grid
size 100m. These computations are run on a 3.16GHz core with 7.8GB of RAM.

5.3.1 Accuracy

The relative difference between fina results from GMRes alone and GMRes combined with FMAS were inves-
tigated, considering the radiation parameters (added mass and hydrodynamic damping) on the firs two bodies of
each array. They include the parameters of the body influencin itself by its motions and the body being influence
by the motions of the other bodies. Figure 6a, b shows good agreement between the two methods, the difference
being always lower than 1%. The Np = 10 and Np = 15 curves merge, proving the good convergence of the
FMAS. The differences between methods increase when the number of bodies grows, as a greater proportion of
interactions are computed by the FMAS (through M2Ls between bodies). This is probably due to the fact that the
two methods use different mathematical operators (Bessel function, integral exponents), which are computed using
numerical approximations.

5.3.2 Memory requirements

As seen in Sect. 4.1, various coefficient of the FMAS can be stored to save computational time. The memory
requirements for the simplifie algorithm follow these rules:
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Fig. 6 Relative difference between results from GMRes+
FMAS and GMRes. Squares Np = 5, triangles Np = 10,
circles Np = 15. Solid line 130 panels/body; dashed line 260
panels/bodies

Fig. 7 Memory required for storing the coefficient of the cho-
sen solution method

– The Mm
n and Msmn coefficient (plus Msmn derivatives) are computed and stored only for the firs body. They are

shared between bodies, as all the cylinders have the same shape.
– The CoeffM2L(1)(2)

m
n coefficient are stored for each M2L, leading to Nbodies(Nbodies − 1) sets of coefficients

– The coefficient related to direct interactions (matrixes Knear and Snear) are stored in RAM.

The storage of FMAS coefficient is statically implemented for Np max = 20. Figure 7a shows that the memory
requirements have weak dependency on the number of panels per body (characterized by the “offset” of the curve),
and a parabolic dependency on Nbodies as expected. The overall memory needs are low enough to store all the
coefficient in RAM. For comparison, Fig. 7b shows the memory needs for the GMRes algorithm, in which the
full matrixes K and S are stored. These need depend only on Npanels. The range of magnitude of memory needs is
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Fig. 8 CPU time for MVPs depending on the number of pan-
els. Squares firs MVP, triangles average of all other MVPs

Fig. 9 CPU time for MVPs. Solid line firs MVP; dashed
line average of all other MVPs. Squares multipole expansion;
triangles M2L; diamonds distribution; circles direct

significantly smaller with the FMAS, making the software easier to use on a normal workstation. It is no longer
necessary to write data on the hard drive, resulting in time savings in “wall clock” time (see Sect. 5.3.4).

5.3.3 Computational time characteristics of the FMAS

The CPU time can be expressed as follows, depending on the number of MVPs:

TFMA = T (1)
FMA + (nMVP − 1)T (MVP)

FMA . (41)

The time for the firs MVP is different from for the other ones because the FMAS coefficient are computed at this
step. For Np = 10, Fig. 8 presents T (1)

FMA and T (MVP)
FMA depending on the number of panels (Npanels = 260 × Nbodies).

The CPU time grows almost linearly with Npanels; this tendency is more pronounced for T (MVP)
FMA , when Knear has

been built. At each MVP i ≥ 1,

T (i)
FMA = Npanels/body × Nbodies × (TMexp + TDistribution)

+ Nbodies × (Nbodies − 1) × TM2L

+ N 2
panels/body × Tdirect × Nbodies. (42)

Figure 9 illustrates Eq. 42. The O(Npanels) tendency is more obvious after the firs MVP.

5.3.4 Acceleration of GMRes by FMAS

The CPU time required by the GMRes alone is expressed as follows:

TGMRes = T (1)
GMRes + (nMVP − 1)TMVP

GMRes, (43)

with T (1)
GMRes ≫ T (1)

FMA (the complete linear system has to be built) and T (MVP)
GMRes < T (MVP)

FMA . As a consequence
there will be a critical number of MVP at which the FMA will no longer accelerate the solution. Table 2 indicates
the acceleration provided by FMAS for the firs MVP. Figure 10 gives the number of MVPs nMVPc under which
TFMA < TGMRes. Under the plotted curves, the FMAS provides an actual acceleration to the GMRes. For a constant
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Table 2 Speed-up provided
by the FMAS to the firs
MVP depending on the
expansion order

Nbodies Npanels Np = 5 Np = 10

4 1,040 11 12
9 2,340 19 19
16 4,160 48 42
25 6,500 116 92
36 9,360 142 110
49 12,740 150 128

Fig. 10 Critical number of
MVPs under which the
FMAS speeds up the
GMRes. Solid line
considering CPU time;
dashed line considering
“wall clock” time

number of bodies, the acceleration is higher the more panels are used to represent each body. However, CPU-based
results do not take into account access time to data in case GMRes is used alone. Figure 10 shows that considering
wall clock time (in dashed lines) extends the zone where the FMAS is an improvement, by avoiding time spent
reading or writing data. These results permit several configuration for which the FMAS speed-up will be significant
over the whole computation to be underlined:

– If each body has a complex shape and needs to be modeled by a large number of panels. The FMAS thus permits
computations on “realistic” point absorbers instead of simplifie shapes.

– If a limited number of radiation/diffraction problems are considered (reducing the overall number of MVPs). In
cases where only a limited number of degrees of freedom are considered (for example, arrays of buoys with all
motions restricted except heaving), the FMAS is perfectly suited. For more complex situations with six degrees
of freedom per body, the FMAS will not accelerate the solution.

– If the convergence of the iterative solver is fast (reducing the overall number of MVPs).

6 Conclusions

This paper presents the implementation of a fast multipole algorithm into a BEM software package. The objective
is to accelerate the solution of radiation/diffraction problems for floatin bodies in ocean waves. These problems
are large and are characterized by sets of panels that are very irregularly distributed in space.

The firs step is to obtain a versatile expression for the multipole expansion of the free-surface Green’s func-
tion. Results from [10] are extended, permitting the expansion center to be any depth. As a consequence, these
formulations can be used in a FMA in three dimensions. They are then implemented into a distribution of the FMA
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(DPMTA), in order to rapidly compute the matrix–vector products in the GMRes solution of diffraction/radiation
problems. This implementation proved to be efficien when working on a single surface modeled by a large number
of panels, assuming the FMA parameters are correctly chosen.

However, this tool is not suited for very sparse sets of particles (floatin bodies separated by more than fi e
times their diameters). Its main limitation is that the oscillating kernel of the Green’s function does not converge
when the multipole expansion is translated along the hierarchical tree. A “simplified algorithm is proposed, based
on the same formulations but not using a tree, which showed good performance in term of accuracy of the fina
results (hydrodynamic coefficient of the floatin bodies). A significant speed-up can be achieved, provided that the
number of matrix–vector products needed to solve the problems at each wave period is lower than a critical value. In
situations where the acceleration is not significant, it is still of practical interest to use this implementation, which
drastically reduces memory needs. The simplifie tool is tuned by only one parameter (expansion order) instead
of three for the original FMA (expansion order, number of levels, multipole acceptance criterion), which makes
it easier to use. The expansion order can be adapted to the wave period, the convergence for lower wave periods
requiring more terms in the expansion.

Accelerating the convergence of the GMRes is critical to make the most of the fast multipole algorithm. A further
perspective of this work is the implementation of a preconditioner dedicated to the FMA. Among other perspectives
are the integration of finit depth formulations and the use of symmetries.

Appendix A: Calculation of G4

The difference (−1)mH−m(νRx ) − Ym(νRx ) contributes through G4 to the oscillating part of the Green’s func-
tion (Eq. 28). For better precision of the far field it has been found satisfactory to use an asymptotic expression.
According to [20], for large arguments νRx ,

Hm(νRx ) − Ym(νRx ) = 1
π

kmax−1
∑

k=0

Ŵ(k + 1
2 )

Ŵ(m + 1
2 − k)( νRx

2 )2k−ν−1
(44)

and
Y−m(νRx ) = (−1)mYm(νRx ). (45)
Using
[(−1)mH−m(νRx ) − Ym(νRx )] = (−1)m[H−m(νRx ) − Y−m(νRx )] (46)
we can use the asymptotic expansion Eq. 44 when νRx > 20 with kmax = 20.

The integral in G4 is computed by the Simpson method. About 1,000 points are needed.

Appendix B: Coefficient for the normal derivatives

∂rx
∂rR

= rR − zC cos θR
√

r2
R + z2

C − 2 zC rR cos θR

, (47)

∂cosθx
∂rR

= zC

r2
R

sinθx
3

sinθR
, (48)

∂cosθx
∂θR

= −sinθR
sinθx + cos θx

cos θR
sinθR

sinθR + cos θx
sinθx

(cos θR − zC
rR

)
, (49)

∂rnx
∂θR

= n zC rR sin θR(r2
R + z2

C − 2 zC rR cosθR)
n
2 −1. (50)
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